The IBM eServere BladeCentert system allows compute, network, and storage components to operate under a common chassis management scheme. It offers a new approach to solving many systems management issues surrounding the integration of power, packaging, cooling, media peripherals, and cabling of multiple compute servers, network switches, and storage into one highly redundant package. In the BladeCenter design, these functions are integrated into the chassis, allowing the costs of each shared component to be amortized across the entire chassis. At the heart of the system is the management module hardware and firmware that provides chassis management for all components, thereby removing the cost and complexity of having to manage each component independently.
Introduction
This paper describes how chassis management is a multi-tiered management concept centered around a management module that provides control over components such as blades, input/output (I/O) switch modules, and blowers within the IBM eServer * BladeCenter* system. To understand the rationale for the functions provided by the management module and its associated hardware, one must have a good understanding of the components being managed. Details on each component can be found in [1] .
Before the advent of the BladeCenter system, IBM enterprise management software products such as Director or Tivoli * were attached to servers via low-cost, low-functioning interfaces such as Alert Standard Format [2] . In addition, server vendors offered optional highercost, higher-functioning management controllers with network interfaces, such as the IBM Remote Supervisor Adapter [3, 4] . Although adding full-featured network manageability came at a higher price, more and more customers found themselves placing servers in remote locations where there were few if any people with the IT skills required to keep servers functioning for long periods of time. Many found that the cost of remote management was much less expensive than making a single trip to the remote location.
In the BladeCenter design, each chassis contains a very robust and network-aware management module that provides a consistent administration interface for all components in the chassis: 14 blades, four I/O switch modules, and common chassis components such as a keyboard, video, mouse (KVM), media tray, and the management module itself. The cost of the management module hardware is amortized over all BladeCenter components, which reduces the overall cost of systems management in the chassis. The management module exposes those functions through a number of external interfaces, discussed below, and acts as an aggregation point for administration of all components within the chassis. As new components are developed, standard functions such as power controls, environmental alerting, KVM controls, and so on remain consistent, avoiding changes to enterprise management software due to new components in the chassis.
The management module (MM) provides for remote management of the chassis by enterprise managers such as IBM Director [5] or Tivoli, or by other enterprise management software including point-to-point access via a Web browser, Telnet or Secure Shell (SSH) client, or Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) manager [6] . Service processors-i.e., the processor blade baseboard management controller (BMC) or the I/O switch module control point-within each component supply local management on the components in which they reside. The MM is the intelligent control point for shared chassis resources such as power modules [7] , ÓCopyright 2005 by International Business Machines Corporation. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted without payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copyright notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract, but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed royalty free without further permission by computer-based and other information-service systems. Permission to republish any other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
blowers, compact disk read-only memory (CD-ROM), floppy disk, Universal Serial Bus (USB) port, or KVM. Service processors such as the MM have been designed into IBM xSeries* and eSeries servers for many generations. Many of the features and functions of the MM are built on top of functions that already exist and are provided by the IBM Remote Supervisor Adapter (RSA) [3, 4] , an optional component for many xSeries servers. When customers needed full-function remote management, they used the RSA. At the time the BladeCenter project was conceived, it was clear that most customers would prefer remote management of their servers if not for the additional cost of the RSA function.
Because of the unique high-density BladeCenter packaging, a single management controller (i.e., the MM) could manage many servers, effectively reducing the cost of remote management on a per-server basis by 14 (the number of blades in a chassis). This made remote fullfunction systems management very affordable. The RSA remote management function was used as a reference design, enabling IBM to move quickly in developing the hardware and software needed to provide a rich set of system management functions on a flexible platform while meeting stringent time-to-market objectives. This paper is organized to provide a high-level view of the hardware and firmware aspects of chassis management including the MM execution environment, BladeCenter redundancy, and the external and remote systems management interfaces. This is followed by a lower-level discussion of such chassis management functions as monitoring and error reporting, inventory management, configuration validation, power and thermal management, MM discovery, KVM controls, remote disk, serial over LAN (SOL), video, I/O module management, firmware updates, and chassis diagnostics.
Chassis management
BladeCenter chassis management defines an interface architecture that enables all components to communicate certain information to the MM and for the MM to control each component in the chassis. This communication begins when the module is plugged into the chassis or when ac power is applied to the chassis. There are two power domains in each component: power domain 1 (circuitry powered by the auxiliary or standby domain) and power domain 2 (full power to the component). When plugged into the chassis (or when ac power is applied), hot-swappable components signal the MM to indicate that they are present. At that time, the component powers all of the logic required to communicate with the MM from power domain 1. The MM interacts with all BladeCenter components using either the RS-485 bus or the Inter-Integrated Circuit (I 2 C) Serial Bus Interface [8] . Each component identifies itself by responding to messages over the RS-485 interface or by I 2 C bus access to nonvolatile storage that contains vital product data (VPD) fields. The MM checks the various components within the chassis to ensure that the requirements of each installed component will allow it to work properly with all other chassis components (e.g., power consumption, network switch port to processor blade port protocol mismatch). If these checks pass, power domain 2 of the component is allowed to be turned on. After the component runs diagnostic and power-on self-tests, the MM monitors the component for informational, warning, or failure events. These events are logged into the MM event log for later retrieval and can also be sent directly to a remote systems management application to inform the system administrator.
BladeCenter systems management also provides the ability to remotely administer a chassis. The external MM interfaces provide an administrator with various tools, policies, and procedures to manage all components. This paper describes below how the MM manages components within the chassis and how shared resources are allocated to each component.
Remote management of the entire chassis is implemented using both industry-standard and proprietary protocols. The MM enables management entities such as IBM Director to automatically discover each BladeCenter server in a network and expose out-ofband control over all components in a chassis; it allows systems management applications to gather information about the current state of each component. The MM provides services such as the ability to update firmware on various components in the system, remotely control each processor blade, and remotely mount drives for access by processor blades over an internal USB port.
Chassis hardware is fully redundant and comprises fully redundant MMs, redundant buses to each blade [9] , I/O switch module [10] , redundant buses on the midplane [11] , and power module, tachometer control to each blower, and redundant Ethernet connections to all I/O switch modules. This hardware architecture enables duplicate MMs to provide highly available chassis management services.
Management module hardware works in conjunction with hardware on the midplane [11] , processor blade, I/O switch module, media tray (i.e., CD-ROM, floppy, USB port), power module, and chassis blowers. The MM is the central control point providing all of the controls necessary to share the components mentioned above in a coordinated fashion. It does this using redundant RS-485, USB, Ethernet, and I 2 C buses. The RS-485 bus allows communication between the MM and the local BMC on the processor blade. USB buses are used for the keyboard, mouse, media tray (MT), and remote disk functions. Multiple I devices on the midplane, the media tray, blowers, power modules, and I/O switch modules. In addition to the RS-485 and I 2 C bus interfaces, internal MM-to-I/Oswitch-module Ethernet ports are provided for external management of the I/O switch module and are used internally for blade SOL communications. Video from each blade can be displayed locally at the console attached to the MM. Video can also be displayed remotely over the network using hardware in the MM that packetizes the video stream and sends it to a remote user over an Ethernet network.
As shown in Figure 1 , the MM is an embedded system that contains a 200-MHz PowerPC * (PPC) 405GP, 32 MB of error-correcting code (ECC) memory, 4 MB of flash containing PPC boot and application code, and 256 KB of nonvolatile random access memory (NVRAM) containing MM configuration and chassis state information.
Using the external Ethernet link, administrators anywhere on the private management network can remotely manage the BladeCenter chassis and all of its components. The MM contains two Ethernet network interface cards (NICs). One NIC is connected to the private management network through an RJ45 jack on the rear of the MM. The second NIC is connected to an internal five-port Ethernet switch located in the MM. Each of the four remaining ports is connected to each possible I/O switch module in the chassis. The Ethernet connection to each I/O switch module is used to provide the switch management applications running on the private management network with the ability to route across the MM to the I/O switch module, usually to monitor and configure the I/O switch module.
The MM contains two sets of RS-485 transceivers wired to the two RS-485 midplane buses. Each processor blade contains two RS-485 buses. The MM makes use of USB buses from each blade to expose a keyboard and mouse port from each processor blade. The media tray also makes use of USB ports to provide local storage to each processor blade. Each MM contains a connector to which a keyboard and mouse are attached.
The I 2 C bus is the de facto standard bus used in embedded designs. It offers low cost and the ability to interconnect a wide assortment of devices. Redundant I 2 C buses are used throughout (Figure 1) . Each MM provides a separate Ethernet port to each I/O switch module. Therefore, a management module failover would cause traffic to flow on a completely independent path.
The MM contains a front panel that contains the Ethernet port on the private management local area network (LAN), along with the KVM connections from which any one of the 14 processor blades can be controlled. The front panel also contains light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for Ethernet activity, MM power status, MM active, and MM fault indicators.
By design, the MM supports a fully redundant configuration. Hot-plugging of the MM can occur at any time without detriment to the remaining MM or the current state of the chassis.
The following sections describe the major functions of a BladeCenter chassis, beginning with a view into the MM execution environment, redundancy aspects, external network interfaces, monitoring, alerting, and other management functions. These functions present a rich systems management interface on behalf of all components in the BladeCenter chassis.
MM execution environment
At power on, the MM PowerPC processor executes a built-in self test (BIST) and then executes the basic I/O system (BIOS) to initialize MM hardware and verify that the MM components are functioning properly. BIOS checks for proper BIST results, selects one of two possible flash images from which to boot, and then loads the embedded operating system (OS). This OS is fully preemptive and task-based, and has a small (50 KB) footprint. The MM firmware and MM application firmware (written in C language and assembler) is made up of tasks that provide the autonomous services collectively known as chassis management. Figure 2 is a high-level representation of the MM firmware. The OS kernel represents the embedded OS that is implemented on top of the MM hardware. The MM application firmware comprises the various tasks and services that are shown and are grouped into interface tasks, functional managers, chassis management, a protocol task layer, a physical interface driver layer, and hardware controllers.
The interface tasks support external connections into the MM from the private network. The functional managers describe various tasks that represent the behavior of the MM as viewed by a user. Chassis management represents behavior provided by the MM to support shared chassis resources such as power modules, blowers, I/O switch modules, and blades. The physical interface and protocol task layers represent chassis hardware interfaces that allow the MM to control all of the underlying components of the chassis. Finally, the MM hardware is made up of hardware controllers that assist in offloading specific processing from the PowerPC processor. These are described in more detail in subsequent sections of this paper.
BladeCenter redundancy
A BladeCenter system offers redundancy by duplicating pluggable modules or buses on the midplane. When multiple components exist in the chassis (processor blades, I/O switch modules, power modules, blowers, and
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The management module (MM) is an embedded system that provides systems management to the BladeCenter system. It contains a PowerPC processor, ECC memory, and various other interfaces. MM redundancy is possible when a second MM is installed in a BladeCenter chassis. Figure 1 shows the chassis infrastructure with the various redundant management buses that provide the redundant MM with the ability to function as the chassis management module. The primary MM actively monitors and manages the chassis, while the second MM runs in a standby mode. Each MM monitors the state of the other MM. If the primary MM is removed or fails, the second MM signals a failover condition and takes over as the active MM. The failing MM is rebooted to standby status, while the other MM is enabled with all of the configuration settings of the primary module. A failure of the primary MM allows the standby or redundant MM to continue chassis management services to both system administrators on the private management network and to the many hardware modules within the chassis. Since the MMs support hot-plug capability, adding or removing one will not disrupt the current operation or configuration of the chassis components.
All components are wired with dual buses to and from the MM. The primary MM has a separate path (bus) to monitor and control devices (blowers, switches, power supplies, the midplane, and the media tray). The standby MM also has unique paths to the same devices. If the MM has problems communicating on the current path, it may failover and communicate via the redundant path. The redundant RS-485 bus (the bus not being used by the primary MM) is used for the dual MMs to communicate with each other. This path is used to keep the standby MM synchronized with the primary MM.
There are two reasons for the primary MM to remain synchronized with the standby MM: MM firmware update and chassis configuration settings. When the
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High-level representation of management module firmware. primary MM firmware is updated through an administrator action, the standby MM firmware is automatically updated without further action from the administrator. This feature was designed so that customers would not have to spend additional time updating the standby MM and to ensure that the MMs maintain a consistent chassis behavior and configuration across failovers. The second reason to stay synchronized is to keep the standby MM in a state in which it can take over for the primary when a failover occurs. During normal operation, when both the primary and standby MM are present in the chassis, checkpoint information is passed to the secondary over the redundant RS-485 bus on an ongoing basis. Checkpoint information includes indications such as lists of active events and faults and the MM chassis event logging that has occurred on the active MM. Having this information checkpointed between the primary and standby MM results in a consistent chassis event log and also prevents duplicate alerts from being sent for conditions that existed before the point at which the takeover occurred. Although the current external user session or connections to the MM (Web browser or Telnet client) will be terminated when a failover occurs, users can reconnect and continue performing systems management functions. After a failover of the MM, the standby MM sends an alert to the system administrator after it becomes the primary MM.
The MM maintains configuration and policy settings of the chassis even when only a single MM is present. In preparation for an MM failure, persistent data is stored in NVRAM on the midplane. The midplane is not a hotswappable component and is therefore an integral part of the chassis. When an operational MM is inserted into the chassis, persistent data from the midplane NVRAM is used to customize the newly inserted MM with the last known configuration and policy settings of the chassis. The NVRAM on the midplane contains static information, such as user profiles and network settings.
By design, when two MMs are present, the MM in bay 2 has an initial startup delay; this removes the initial power-on race condition and provides a repeatable power-on bias for the MM in bay 1 to become primary. The bias for the MM in bay 2 is to be the standby MM and serve as a backup MM in the event of a failure in the primary. By design, MM hardware failures force the MM to reset. Hardware signals inform the other MM that the redundant MM is in reset. When the primary MM fails or is removed from the chassis, the standby MM detects these conditions and promotes itself to primary. The standby may promote itself only if it detects that the primary is not present or is in reset.
External and remote systems management interfaces
The MM is the central point of control for the configuration and monitoring of all components within a single chassis. Since enterprise customers have many different approaches to systems management, the MM must expose many unique controls and policies so that many disparate customers can incorporate BladeCenter servers into their information technology (IT) complex. Therefore, a number of external interfaces exist to accommodate a large number of customer environments ( Figure 3) .
The MM enables out-of-band management of the chassis and components over an Ethernet network interface. The MM supports four external management interfaces that allow the administrator to monitor, configure, and control the various components within the chassis. The external interfaces provided by the MM are a Web-browser-based graphical user interface (GUI), a command-line interface (CLI) [12] , an SNMP agent, and a proprietary command interface called the DOT command interface. Management of the behavior of the I/O switch module on the external network is done via Ethernet interfaces into the I/O switch modules independently of the MM.
The MM provides multiple industry-standard protocols with various levels of security corresponding to the interface protocols. The MM offers administrators a robust set of security features to support all components in the chassis without adding additional cost to the component itself. Many IT installations require administration groups or individuals to manage BladeCenter chassis as a whole or in divided subsets at
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BladeCenter management interfaces. Out-of-band Ethernet External management network the component or task level. The MM implements user profiles that can be defined to give each administrator various access rights. By default there is one user profile with supervisor access rights. User profiles can be kept on the MM NVRAM (local) or on a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server (remote) [13] , and users can be authenticated against these local or remote user profiles.
Clients connecting to the MM using a CLI, Web browser, or SNMPv3 must be authenticated. Increased security is provided for Web browsers and LDAP connections by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol: SSH is used for CLI, and userids and passwords with data encryption are used for SNMPv3. An added level of security is provided by the MM in that all logins to the MM are logged into the chassis event log (CEL).
The Web-browser-based interface provides a graphical, nonscriptable user interface for access to the MM using an embedded Web server that supports a standard Web browser client using either the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or the HTTP over SSL (HTTPS) protocol. The CLI is provided by either an embedded Telnet server that supports a Telnet client or an embedded SSH server that supports an SSH client. The SNMP interface is provided by an embedded SNMP agent that supports an SNMPv1 or SNMPv3 browser. The DOT command interface is an IBM Director interface that provides all of the functions provided by a Web user interface except remote control. These commands are used to query and control a BladeCenter chassis for administrators who make use of IBM Director.
The SNMP and CLI provide a programmatic scriptable interface for management automation. A remote client application can therefore use these interfaces for third-party management applications for simple command and response scripts.
The Service Location Protocol (SLP) network service is implemented by the MM SLP service agent (SA). The SA responds to discovery SLP packets for the MM service type and returns attribute information about the MM and chassis. This assists enterprise managers such as Director to automatically locate a processor blade chassis in the network without first determining the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the chassis.
External management interfaces allow clients to query, configure, and control components in the BladeCenter chassis. These include the following:
Status: Health (sensors such as temperatures, voltages, and sensor thresholds); logging [events such as hardware errors, predictive failure analysis (PFA) events, userid log in and out events, and configuration errors]; inventory via vital product data (VPD) (information such as the part number and serial number of each device); LEDs (the MM has the ability to display all front-panel LEDs remotely); and fuel gauge (provides the administrator with the ability to determine the maximum amount of power being consumed by components plugged into the chassis on a power-domain basis).
Power management: The ability to power every pluggable component on and off and display its maximum and minimum power consumption value. Processor blade remote KVM control: The MM allows the administrator to configure the processor blade connected either locally to the KVM ports on the MM or remotely to a client using the Web browser. Media tray and remote disk: Using the GUI, the MM can control what is needed to mount network storage for processor blades over USB. Firmware update: Using the GUI or CLI, the MM can update firmware on the MM and can flash update the BMC on each processor blade. SOL: Using the Web browser GUI, the MM can set up each processor blade to provide SOL to the MM and set up the MM to provide clients on the private network to access SOL (serial port) data from one or more processor blades. SOL configuration can be performed via any access method, but the SOL function itself is available only via CLI. TCP/IP port numbers: The MM allows for reconfiguration of port numbers of HTTP, HTTPS, Telnet, SSH, SNMP agent, and SNMP. Management of the SSH server host key. Ability to identify a processor blade using a blue identify LED.
Chassis monitoring and error reporting
The MM uses the redundant I 2 C buses to monitor the chassis components, and it uses the RS-485 buses to monitor the processor blades and the other MM. Examples of various conditions monitored and reported by the MM are shown in Table 1 .
Consolidated log
The MM accumulates informational, warning, and error events in a consolidated CEL. This log contains entries generated by various conditions detected by the active and standby MMs and any events or alerts sent to the MMs from the processor blades. Processor blades may maintain their own system error log, but always send their log entries to the MM to be saved in the CEL.
The MM event log (i.e., the CEL) can be viewed, saved, and cleared. An administrator can choose to selectively view the log entries, which can be sorted and filtered by severity, logging source, and logging timestamp in ascending or descending order. Additionally, the administrator may elect to view or conceal those log entries that are also written to the processor blade error log.
Alerts
When the MM detects a change in the chassis status or receives an alert from the processor blade, it writes an entry describing the event in the CEL. If that event is significant, an alert can be sent to notify a system administrator of the event. These significant events are organized into three alert categories: critical, warning, and system. Critical alerts are triggered by events such as the following: a power module or multiple blowers fail, a voltage reading goes out of specification, or an invalid configuration is detected. A warning alert is triggered when a noncritical failure event occurs, such as the failure of a single blower or a redundant module. System alerts are triggered by events such as the following: a component is powered on or off, there is an inventory change, or the CEL log is 75% full.
Alerting mechanisms
The user can selectively decide which of the above events should trigger an alert notification to be sent to the administrator. The system can be configured to send alerts to as many as 12 recipients. Each alert recipient can be configured to receive only critical alerts or administrator-selected alerts. Each alert recipient can be configured to receive the alert by one of three methods: an e-mail notification as specified by RFC2821-Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, an SNMP trap as specified by RFC1215, or an IBM Director-formatted alert (a proprietary packet sent over the network that contains structured information describing the alert).
Inventory management and chassis configuration validation
Inventory management comprises the validation, inventory, and tracking provided by the MM when a component is plugged into the chassis or when ac power is applied to the system. The MM also provides a number of chassis configuration checks for all BladeCenter components in the chassis. This checking is run either when the component is plugged into the chassis or when ac power is applied. Two such validation checks are 1) protocol-mismatch checking between the processor blade NICs and I/O switch module and 2) chassis power consumption.
For protocol-mismatch checking, the MM compares NIC protocol types on the processor blade to the port protocol types on the corresponding I/O switch module. If they do not match, power permission is not granted to either the processor blade or the I/O switch module. Power permission is a concept unique to the BladeCenter design. Processor blades and I/O switch modules are prevented from powering on for any reason until they receive permission from the MM. When a protocol reported by the processor blade does not match a protocol reported by the I/O switch module, the MM will issue a critical alert to the system administrator. In addition to protocol checking, the MM checks the power consumption of various chassis components and the oversubscription policy in effect for the power domain before granting power permission to a component. The MM also makes note of the current chassis universal unique identifier (UUID) stored on the midplane VPD device. This information is used for two purposes. First, the chassis UUID is sent to blades and switches within the chassis so that IBM Director (or another systems management entity) may identify the system topology and determine which I/O switch modules and processor blades are contained in which chassis. Second, the chassis UUID and each component UUID are stored in the MM NVRAM. When chassis ac power is removed and then restored, the MM determines whether the UUIDs are the same as before the removal of ac power. If so, the MM powers on all of the switches and blades that were powered on prior to ac power failure. Components that were powered off before the loss of ac power will remain off unless the administrator instructs the blade to power on.
Each electronic field-replaceable unit (FRU) stores VPD in an onboard electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) device. VPD is written as part of a component manufacturing process and can be used as a static repository for device information, such as inventory data. Access to VPD by the MM is a required capability of all components, and the VPD must be available as soon as the component is plugged into the chassis. The fundamental use of VPD is to identify the UUID, part number, and serial number of each component. Additionally, VPD is a convenient repository for receiving information on many aspects of the component, such as the media access controller (MAC) addresses of the NICs, the power consumption of the component or, in the case of the power management, the power output of a power module.
The MM manages component and activity logs with data from VPD devices on each component. The component log contains information uniquely identifying each supported device that was ever present in the chassis. The activity log records the addition and removal of each component listed in the component log. This provides the administrator with a history of components in the chassis as components are moved from one chassis to another. VPD data is made available to management applications external to the MM, which allows them to collect data on multiple chassis and chassis components.
Power management
Power management allows the administrator to set power-management policies for redundant power supplies within a BladeCenter power domain. Power modules that supply power to the chassis must be easy to plug into or unplug from the chassis. The demands of processor blades and other chassis components on power supplies are constantly increasing. To provide that amount of power from a unit the size of a power module requires a balance of power management, cost, package density, and redundancy. When there is a matched redundant pair of power modules (both power modules have the same capacity), the output of both supplies is more than sufficient to provide power to all blades even when running a full load. If one of the power modules fails, the remaining module must be able to provide power to the remaining components in the power domain. Reducing the power consumed by each blade by throttling or slowing down the blade prevents the remaining power module from overheating and shutting down. The term throttling is used in this context to represent the ability of a blade to reduce its demand for power.
Power in the chassis is distributed as two separate power domains, with each domain serving a subset of the components in the chassis. Each power domain can contain up to two power modules which share the power load.
Various power modules are offered, with capacities ranging from 1,200 watts to 2,000 watts. Components can be configured in the chassis such that their total maximum power demand exceeds the capacity of a single power module but is within the total capacity of two loadsharing power modules. In this situation, known as oversubscription, if one of the power modules should fail, the remaining power module would not be able to fulfill the power demand and would also shut down unless the blades could reduce their demand for power.
It is also possible to configure a chassis with nonmatching power modules, in which case the smaller of the two power modules is used to calculate the output capability of the power domain when a supply fails. The MM firmware provides a number of power-management policy selections that allow the administrator to choose the behavior when the demand in a power domain exceeds the capacity of a single power module. Two of these selections are described below.
The first is no oversubscription. New components inserted into the domain are allowed to power on only if they can operate at maximum capacity (without throttling) when power redundancy is lost in this domain. If the demand exceeds the capacity of the smallest power module in the domain, the blade is not allowed to power on. This policy allows the administrator to ensure that components that are powered on will run at full power before and after a power module failure.
The second is a recoverable oversubscription. Newly inserted components are allowed to power on only if the component has the ability to throttle down sufficiently to maintain operation when power redundancy is lost in the domain. If the demand exceeds the capacity of the smaller power module in the domain, the MM calculates powerreduction values on the basis of the ability of the blades to throttle down processors to reduce power consumption. If the total power demand can be reduced below the capacity of a single power module by throttling, the MM calculates the power reduction value for each blade capable of throttling. It sends these values to the blades and then allows the blade to power on. If the total power demand cannot be reduced to the capacity of a single power module, the blade is not allowed to power on.
This policy allows the administrator to run more components at full power when both power modules are functioning properly. Only when a power module fails does the component have to reduce its power consumption.
Thermal management
Blowers are used to cool all of the components in the chassis. In the BladeCenter enterprise chassis, two blowers installed in the rear pull air from the front of the chassis to the back. The air entering the chassis first flows through the blades and then over the I/O switch, power, and management modules. Management of the blowers is implemented with direct tachometer and speed control connections.
The MM controls the speed of the blowers to provide the airflow required to cool the components. The speeds are adjusted by sensing the temperature of the air throughout the chassis. If the temperature of the air is below a minimum threshold, the blowers are set to run at a slow speed. As the air temperature varies, the MM adjusts the blower speed accordingly. When the temperature exceeds a maximum threshold, the blowers are set to full speed. The blowers are also set to run at full speed when various faults occur:
If a blower fails or is removed, the other blower is set to run at full speed. If a power module fails, the remaining power module is the sole source for all power required in its power domain. The blowers are set to full speed to provide additional cooling for the remaining power module. If an I/O switch module, a power module, or a blade indicates a thermal warning in which the temperature of the component is approaching a critical temperature, the MM sets the blowers to full speed.
When the warning condition subsides, the MM returns the blower speed to the setting prescribed by the temperature of the air throughout the BladeCenter chassis.
Blower speeds are designed to meet certain acoustic requirements when they run at their slowest speed. If a blade requires additional airflow, it is possible that the acoustic requirements will no longer be met. To address this situation, a concept known as acoustic mode can be implemented by the MM if the blades in the chassis have the ability to throttle. When these blades are in acoustic mode, they reduce their power dissipation by throttling down the processors. This reduces the need for additional airflow and allows the blowers to operate at the slowest speed. External interfaces may enable or disable the acoustic mode policy for the chassis. If acoustic mode is enabled by the system administrator, performance is reduced in favor of acoustics. The blowers remain at the slowest speed, and processors on the blade are throttled down until additional airflow is no longer required to cool the blade. If acoustic mode is disabled, processors remain unthrottled, and blower speeds can be increased to provide additional airflow as required.
The blower tachometers are monitored by the MM to determine the blower speeds and to determine whether a PFA and/or fault condition exists for the individual blowers. A PFA event and alert are generated when blower speed drops below 80% of the requested speed. A blower fault event and alert are generated when the blower speed drops below 80% of the minimum speed. Detection of a blower fault results in the MM setting the blower fault LED on the failing blower, a general fault LED on the chassis display panels, and logging the event in the CEL.
MM discovery based on SLP
While it is possible to detect MMs on the network by scanning for SNMP ports or other known ports, the MM supports standards-based network discovery via the Internet standard SLP, which is defined in RFC2165 and RFC2608. This protocol provides a framework to allow networking applications to discover the existence, location, and configuration of networked services. The protocol is designed to simplify the discovery and use of network resources, such as printers, Web servers, mail servers, service processors (i.e., BMC), and other services, such as the MM within the processor blade chassis. The result is that when service instances (such as MM) are added on a network, they are quickly visible to clients, and when they are removed, they are no longer visible. The MM implements an SLP SA and advertises a systems management service to the network. The SA on the MM responds to SLP discovery requests and returns its attributes.
Local and remote KVM, media tray, and remote disk
In standalone servers, a KVM with attached cabling provides a user interface to manage a server in both the preboot and OS environments. Standalone servers also offer access to mass storage devices, such as floppy disks and CD-ROMs typically used during server configuration or while the OS is active. A BladeCenter chassis provides a floppy and CD-ROM located in the MT. The system removes the need for each server to provide KVM connectors, KVM cables, floppy and CD-ROM drives. Instead, a single KVM, floppy, MT, and USB port is shared across all servers in the chassis. Moving these functions from the server into the chassis reduces the cost, complexity, and installation time of each processor blade.
The BladeCenter design provides the ability for each processor blade to access the local chassis KVM and MT. In addition, the MM also allows for an administrator on the MM Ethernet network to have remote KVM access and the ability to mount remote storage (floppy or CD-ROM) on a processor blade, as shown in Figure 4 . The processor blade accesses a remote storage device as a local, USB mass-storage device.
The MM contains connectors for a PS/2 keyboard, PS/2 mouse, and SVGA/VGA video used to directly attach KVM locally to a BladeCenter system. Internal to the MM, the PS/2-style keyboard and mouse are converted to USB. The MM controls which one of the 14 processor blades has access to the local KVM and MT. The MM can connect the local chassis KVM to the processor blade or provide a remote KVM over the MM Ethernet port. The BMC in each processor blade directs the KVM or MT USB data to the active MM. The KVM and MT can be assigned to processor blades independently by the administrator. The remote administrator can retain KVM and MT control by disabling local KVM and MT switching via the policy option provided by the external MM interfaces.
Selection of KVM or MT can be changed using any of the following methods:
1. Locally using the push button on a processor blade front panel. When a user presses the front panel button for the KVM or MT selection, the BMC registers the event and sends the user's request to the MM via the RS-485 bus. Depending on the MM policy, which may disable local KVM and MT access, this action may be ignored while the remote administrator controls the chassis. 2. Remotely using the MM external interfaces such as the Web interface. The request to change the KVM and MT is received directly by the MM over the network and the KVM and MT selection is handled.
Using a local keyboard hot key sequence, [NumLock þ
NumLock þ number (0-9) þ number (0-9) þ ,enter.], which provides function similar to a KVM switch for 14 servers, allowing convenient administrator access to any processor blade.
When a different processor blade is selected to access the KVM or MT, the current processor blade using the KVM or MT must be notified to release the resource. The MM informs the current processor blade to release it by sending a message over the RS-485 bus and waiting a predetermined amount of time before the KVM or MT is reassigned to the newly selected processor blade.
BladeCenter remote disk feature
Remote systems management often requires access to media for booting processor blades, applying OS patches, or applying firmware updates without physical access to the BladeCenter system. The MM provides a remote disk feature that allows a remote user who has established a Web browser session to the MM to mount one or more of the client drives to a processor blade. Up to 16 supported drives can be connected simultaneously to a single processor blade using the remote disk feature. Drives appear as if they were connected directly to the processor blade as a USB drive.
The remote disk option on the MM Web interface allows the user to mount or unmount up to 16 drives to the current KVM owner. There is also an option to writeprotect the drives that will be mounted in order to prevent data from being copied to the mounted drives. Drives are unmounted automatically when the remote control or Web interface session with the MM is terminated, either by the remote user or by the MM.
Often firmware or OS updates must be made to multiple processor blades in the chassis. As a matter of convenience, one diskette drive or drive image can be uploaded to MM memory and used as a local diskette drive by a processor blade. When this feature is enabled, the network connection is needed only for the initial
Figure 4
BladeCenter keyboard, mouse, and media tray control. Figure 4 shows up to 14 processor blades connected over USB on the midplane to the MM. The MM controls the selection of the local KVM by the MM to one of 14 blades using messages sent on the RS-485 interface.
A disk on the remote client can be mounted by the MM using the Web interface. The MM provides access to the remote disk using the USB ports from each processor blade. Note that the processor blade that is currently assigned the KVM is the only blade permitted to access the remote disk.
Serial over LAN
Serial over LAN (SOL) allows administrators to enable the serial port that exists on the processor blade to transmit and receive character serial data streams to and from a remote Telnet or SSH client connected to the MM external Ethernet port. Since processor blades and the BladeCenter chassis have no external serial port connectors, SOL is the only mechanism provided to allow for interaction with the processor blade serial port.
Some IT installations require high levels of automation that necessitate remote management on a scriptable text-based OS interface. SOL provides an excellent solution for clients to remotely manage a text-based OS. Additionally, some processor blade designs may not wish to have the added expense of a video chip on the blade, since their target customer is satisfied with only text-based interaction.
The MM SOL proxy support allows for an aggregation point for all of the serial data traffic that flows between external clients on the MM Ethernet network and all processor blades in the chassis. The MM providing the role of an SOL proxy service will establish an IPMI SOL session to the processor blades [14] . Thus, 14 concurrent Telnet/SSH sessions can be established to the MM, which in turn will allow for interaction with each processor blade.
SOL support represents a client establishing a Telnet and/or an SSH session to the MM over the MM external Ethernet port. SOL support is a required function that must be implemented on all processor blades.
BladeCenter video
The MM offers a video solution for processor blades that allows either local or remote monitoring of video for one of 14 blades. The local monitoring uses a video graphics array (VGA) monitor connected to the MM. Remote monitoring is provided via a network connection to the MM using a Sun Java ** -enabled Web browser.
Remote video support allows the administrator to continually monitor a processor blade, including monitoring or debugging a blade if it fails during POST. In addition, after the OS is loaded, both text and graphics modes are supported. Remotely accessing a processor blade video stream over Ethernet allows a user to maintain a video quality of at least 1,024 3 768 pixels and a minimum five-frame-per-second update rate. Compression is used to minimize network traffic and increase perceived performance.
BladeCenter video hardware spans the MM, midplane, and processor blades. In conjunction with the BMC in the processor blade, the MM controls which blade is selected. The midplane switches the selected processor blade video signals to the MM for local and remote viewing.
Blade server BMC overview
A BMC on each processor blade provides the MM with a common interface to manage various processor blades. The MM communicates with the BMC in each blade to support features such as power on or off requests, error and event reporting, KVM requests, and requests to use the shared media tray over the RS-485 bus. In addition to supporting the MM RS-485 interface, the BMC must also provide the systems management function within the processor blade itself. Figure 5 shows how the BMC operates in BladeCenter systems. The BMC is an embedded microcontroller dedicated to systems management covering all aspects of the processor blade. Systems management encompasses blade in-band, out-of-band, and side-band messages to and from the BMC. In-band messages are messages between the BMC and the host OS; out-of-band messages are messages between the MM and the BMC; and sideband messages are controls within the processor blade, such as power controls and systems health monitoring and reporting. They also work in conjunction with the MM to control shared chassis resources such as KVM, media tray, remote disk, power and thermal management, FRU inventory, and SOL.
The Renesas Technology H8STM microcontroller is used as the blade BMC. The power of this microcontroller lies in its feature-rich set of memorymapped peripherals, which include analog-to-digital converter, serial ports, I 2 C bus interface, low-pin-count (LPC) Peripheral Component Interface (PCI), pulsewidth modulation controllers, general-purpose I/O, timers, and data transfer controller. The analog-to-digital converter is used to monitor voltage levels and current loads.
The serial ports of the service processor and BMC have several uses. The interface to the MM is a serial port using RS-485 transceivers and a custom protocol. Redundant RS-485 buses and selection are done entirely in hardware and are transparent to the microcontroller. The RS-485 bus is a multidrop topology and thus requires collision avoidance and detection algorithms. A second service processor serial port is used to capture and redirect serial traffic over the processor blade LAN interface, i.e., SOL.
The BMC, in conjunction with sensors located throughout the processor blade, monitors subsystems The BMC contains several software 8-bit and 16-bit timers. Timers are used to provide periodic task dispatching and the BMC firmware watchdog, which is a timer that detects a BMC firmware failure. The watchdog timer must be periodically refreshed by BMC firmware; if the firmware fails to refresh the timer before the timer expires, the BMC is rebooted.
The BMC firmware provides basic control of the processor blade, such as local and remote power on, power off, and system reboot. BMC firmware can also detect failed host central processing units (CPUs). When a host CPU has failed, it is disabled, and the server is typically rebooted with remaining CPUs. In addition, the BMC can detect whether the POST/BIOS firmware running on the host has failed by using a watchdog timer that is armed upon power on and reset by POST/BIOS firmware. When the BMC detects a failure reported by the watchdog timer, the BMC selects the backup POST/BIOS image and the system is rebooted.
The main role of the BMC during normal operation is to monitor and report system health and allow reconfiguration of chassis resources. This includes monitoring the temperature of CPUs and onboard dc-dc regulators. Certain CPU and other faults can be detected by the BMC. Once faults are detected, the BMC alerts the MM. To assist in determining failed blades or FRUs, the BMC provides a light-path diagnostic indication to the failed component by illuminating LEDs after the processor blade is removed from the chassis. If a hardware failure on a blade is detected, the fault LED located on the front panel of each processor blade is turned on. Once the failing blade has been removed from the chassis for service, the LEDs on the blade can be illuminated without ac power. A button press on the system board uses a capacitor to reenergize the light path independently of the BMC. Light-path diagnostics will then identify the location of the fault, whether it is a failed system board, CPU, or another FRU in the processor blade.
Another feature of the BMC is the ability to upgrade the BMC firmware in the field. This can be accomplished by one of two methods: in-band (using the OS) or out-ofband (using the MM and BMC). In-band BMC firmware updates require the user to execute a BMC firmware update utility. The out-of-band method via the MM uses one of the external interfaces, such as a Web browser.
Blade BIOS
The BIOS is code that is executed on the host processor when the processor blade is powered on or reset. BIOS code is located in nonvolatile memory on the processor blade and does not require disk access. This code is used to initialize hardware in the blade in preparation for loading the OS (DOS, Microsoft Windows ** , Linux ** , etc.) from a device on the processor blade, in the media tray, a remote disk provided by the MM, or a networkbased program (e.g., PXE [15] , BOOTP [16] , or iSCSI), which in turn may load the OS over the network instead of from a local device.
The BIOS runs POST hardware diagnostic routines to ensure that each subsystem (CPU, memory, flash, etc.) is running properly. In addition, it enables various watchdogs and works in conjunction with the BMC to give the processor blade the ability to recover from a corrupt BIOS or a hang condition during POST. If failures are detected, they are reported to the MM and logged for analysis.
Faulty hardware is often detected during power-onreset before the OS is loaded. Servicing the machine requires interacting with the processor blade via the KVM. Provision is made for IT environments where there is no expert available to diagnose these hardware faults or configuration problems. The MM, BMC, and BIOS act in concert to provide SOL capability. For SOL, the BIOS enables the redirection of the COM2 serial port data to the BMC, which in turn passes this data to the MM SOL proxy function. The COM2 port is dedicated to BMC, and there is no external connector.
The system provides a number of different boot options. A processor blade can boot from a local disk or a network; it can also boot from the floppy disk or CD-ROM on the chassis media tray or from a remote disk provided by the MM. Using data set into VPD by the MM, BIOS selects the boot device after POST is complete. In the case in which a boot device does not load an OS, the administrator can set an ordered list of boot devices from which the BIOS will attempt to boot.
Network booting is optional for processor blades. If network booting is selected for a processor blade, the NIC vendor provides code that is executed instead of loading from a storage device. PXE-enabled NICs enabled for booting will attempt to find a PXE or BOOTP server to load an OS. If the PXE server does not respond, PXE code running on the host will attempt to find the server on another port. This makes use of redundant NIC ports on the processor blade to account for situations such as failed NICs or switches or an improperly configured network. Typically, PXE code is run on all NICs to provide failover to account for situations such as failed NICs or switches or an improperly configured network. In addition, the user may select a network boot option via a BIOS setup menu on a particular NIC.
After the OS is operational, BIOS interacts with the BMC to monitor and respond to various errors, such as memory faults and power management, detected within the processor blade. Operating systems are informed of the capabilities of server hardware by passing information in memory to the OS using systems management BIOS and Advanced Configuration and Power Interface tables. To facilitate managing BIOS flash updates, the BIOS reports firmware levels in VPD, allowing the MM to query this data at any time and providing external access to this information. Ethernet MAC addresses, Fibre Channel World Wide Name (WWN), and InfiniBand ** Globally Unique Identifiers (GUIDs) are collected by BIOS and placed in VPD, informing the MM and other external systems management software applications of physical addresses of the NICs for network configuration and troubleshooting.
Manufacturing data-such as blade serial number, machine type or model number, UUID, and asset tagsis necessary to uniquely identify a processor blade. Manufacturing systems provide a unique serial number across a given machine type or model. The serial number and machine type or model information can be used by IBM service personnel to identify a particular family of blades before providing help-center support or to determine warranty information on a particular processor blade. The UUID is a 16-byte value used to uniquely identify a processor blade. Enterprise management software, such as IBM Director, uses this value to uniquely identify a component within a chassis. Asset tags are customer-assignable values and are opaque to BIOS.
As the BIOS initializes hardware subsystems and runs POST, the BIOS reports status through the standard video port or through the serial port when SOL is enabled. Additionally, the BIOS logs information into the MM CEL to log such items as boot status (checkpoints), PFA, hardware, and boot failures, providing a unified view of all server boot attempts and failures in the chassis.
Blade power and thermal management
BIOS plays an important role in managing power in the BladeCenter chassis. All processor blades have the ability to detect the presence of optional components in the processor blade without powering on the blade, but current high-volume industry-standard chipsets do not have the ability to detect the power consumption of the optional components. For example, the presence of a CPU can be detected by the BMC before power on, but the amount of power the CPU will consume when it is powered on can be determined only by powering on the processor blade and allowing BIOS to query the CPU type to determine its maximum power consumption. After power from power domain 2 is applied to the processor blade, BIOS informs the BMC of the maximum amount of power used by the CPUs of the processor blade. The BIOS then waits for a signal from the BMC to proceed to boot the processor blade. If the MM determines that the power domain cannot supply the power needed to run the processor blade, the BMC is informed to turn off power to the blade.
A condition can exist whereby a power-module failure reduces the available power to a power domain in the chassis. Some CPU implementations require that a hardware register in the CPU be changed to reduce the power consumption of the CPU. The BMC signals the BIOS through a systems management interrupt (SMI) that a power module has failed, and the BIOS then sets the CPU hardware facility to reduce the power consumption of each CPU in the blade. In addition, the BIOS returns the CPU to full power when the MM, through the BMC, reports that the power module is not in a failed state. In addition to controlling the power consumption on a power domain basis, the BIOS reduces the processor blade power consumption when the CPU has reached a thermal threshold, a chassis blower fails, or due to the chassis acoustic mode policy.
I/O switch module management
This section describes how the MM and the control point (CPU subsystem) in an I/O switch module work together to provide systems management in a BladeCenter chassis. The I/O switch module provides connectivity over a midplane between the processor blades and the external switch interface uplink ports. Two types of communication paths exist between the MM and the switch module. The first is a low-level interface implemented as a standard I 2 C bus, and the second is a higher-level communication link implemented as an Ethernet interface.
When an I/O switch module is plugged into the chassis, power domain 1 immediately receives standby power. The MM uses I 2 C bus registers and VPD to communicate with the switch module. The MM queries the switch module for identifying information and then determines whether the chassis configuration (i.e., protocol verification between the blade NIC and the switch module) is a valid one. If the configuration is valid, the MM turns on the power (power domain 2) to the switch module to perform initialization. Once powered on, the switch module runs POST diagnostics and reports failures to the MM. If POST completes successfully, the switch module internal MM Ethernet interface is enabled. All switch modules support management external to the BladeCenter chassis and via the public network by implementing an SNMP agent to support an SNMP manager, a Telnet, and/or an SSH server to support a CLI, and an HTTP server to support a Web browser interface. In addition, switch modules may support a proprietary management interface that runs over the switch module internal MM Ethernet network or from an external switch module port.
For management purposes, the control point in the switch module is accessible by either the private management network or the public management network. The private management network is defined as the network to which the MM is physically connected via its RJ45 port. The public management network is the network connected via the switch module external ports. Note that by setting MM policy, the administrator determines whether the control point in the switch module can be accessed via a connection over the switch module external uplink ports.
To allow management applications to access the switch module control point from the private management network (and without consuming an additional switch port), the MM exposes the IP address of the switch module control point on the private network. All traffic to the MM from the private network is forwarded to the switch module over the internal MM-to-switch-module Ethernet connection on the midplane. Conversely, all traffic from the switch module to the MM destined for the private network is also forwarded by the MM.
An I 2 C bus interface is used by the MM to internally provide control of the I/O switch module and to collect system status and VPD information. The following control and data areas are accessible by the MM on the I 2 C bus interface: the VPD EEPROM, Control Register, Extended Control Register, Status Register and Extended Status Register, and Diagnostic Register.
Firmware updates
The BladeCenter chassis has many CPUs spread throughout the chassis. Each unit requires NVRAM to store firmware across power cycles. MMs, BMCs, and some I/O switch modules require periodic firmware updates to provide additional features and fix support. Firmware updates can be initiated through the MM using the Web browser interface, the CLI along with a Telnet/ TFTP (Trivial File Transfer Protocol) server, or the MM Dot Command external interface. Regardless of the interface used, a system administrator selects the target component for the firmware update (MM, BMC, or applicable I/O switch module), selects the file on the local system containing the desired firmware image, and then initiates the update.
The firmware images that can be updated for the MM include the main MM application image, the remote graphics image used by Web browser clients, and the MM boot image. The main application image contains firmware for each of the programmable USB devices. When the main application image is booted, the MM detects the version of the images running on the USB devices and performs a background update of the devices if one is needed.
The firmware update for the BMC requires the administrator to select one of up to 14 target processor blades. If the transferred image file passes the integrity and applicability checks, the MM transmits the image over the RS-485 interface, allowing the BMC to write its own NVRAM.
To ensure that a BladeCenter configuration containing two MMs maintains the exact same flash image, the primary MM detects the image version running on the redundant MM. If the redundant MM is not running the same image version as the primary MM, the primary MM automatically flashes its version of firmware onto the redundant MM. This is done as a background operation. This operation may be initiated either when the primary MM is flashed and reset, or if a second MM (the redundant MM) is plugged into the chassis.
Remote disk support can be used by the system administrator to allow firmware updates targeted to BIOS or diagnostic firmware within the processor blade. The MM allows a floppy or CD-ROM on a remote client to be mounted to the processor blade. BIOS can then be configured to boot from the remote floppy or CD-ROM that contains the firmware update package.
Chassis component diagnostics
New and enhanced component diagnostics in the form of problem determination (PD) tools have been developed for customers and service personnel supporting the BladeCenter system. Component diagnostics isolate hardware problems to a FRU or customer-replaceable unit (CRU) for replacement. High-volume industrystandard xSeries * PD tools fall into the four following categories, all of which run on the host system and CPUs being diagnosed.
POST/BIOS: POST/BIOS is an integral part of processor blade hardware and is executed when the processor blade is powered on. POST/BIOS includes BIST and other self-test diagnostics that run on subsystems such as the CPU or PCI devices. Errors detected are reported to the MM over the RS-485 bus and are logged into the CEL. Diagnostic routines running on the IBM Director server can be configured to gather data periodically from the MM CEL, preventing the loss of this data if the MM CEL should wrap because of a full log condition.
During runtime, processor blade BIOS and the BMC isolate errors between FRUs in the blade to minimize the number of FRUs to be replaced when service is provided. For example, when PCI or PCI-Express** errors, such as system errors (SERRs) or parity errors (PERRs), are detected by a bridge and/or reported by a PCI adapter card, it may not be clear whether a PCI card, a host PCI device, or the CPU has failed. The BIOS, along with the BMC, helps to ensure that the CPU is not replaced when a timeout on the PCI bus is detected. A timeout on the PCI bus is signaled as an internal CPU processor error (IERR) by Intel CPUs as they monitor the PCI bus. A failed transaction due to infinite retry on the PCI bus is also reported as IERR by the CPU. Error information is collected from the PCI devices on the bus before a reset is issued.
When an IERR is signaled by the CPU, the blade enters the CPU shutdown state and code execution halts. In this case, interaction between the BIOS and BMC allows the BMC to restart the CPU by issuing a reset, allowing the BIOS to analyze CPU machine data which is saved across the reset by the CPU. Data collected before and after the reset is used to isolate the failing FRU. In general, BIOS will log runtime recoverable and unrecoverable machine check errors from the CPU into the MM CEL, which is useful for failure analysis.
For I/O switch modules, the CPU within the switch executes a proprietary POST and places the results in the diagnostic registers accessible by the MM over I 2 C bus. Depending on chassis policy, a number of levels of POST can be run on an I/O switch module spanning the completeness of the diagnostic coverage (i.e., standard, extended, and full) and the length of time (from seconds to minutes) the diagnostic will run.
PC-Doctor ** and IBM DOS ROM-based diagnostics: This DOS-based ROM diagnostic is also an integral part of processor blade hardware and is executed when the administrator manually runs a hardware preboot test by hitting the key sequence for Press F2 for Diags during boot. This diagnostic provides blade-level information and diagnostic tools to isolate problem FRUs and CRUs, such as hard disk drive, memory, CPU, integrated systems management processor (i.e., BMC), network chipsets, and other subsystems.
IBM real-time diagnostics (RTD) [17] : This diagnostic executes after POST/BIOS in application space after the OS is loaded.
IBM RTD BladeCenter diagnostics: Running in IBM Director.
RTD uses the common diagnostic model (CDM) [18] , which is an architecture and methodology for exposing system diagnostic instrumentation through the common information model (CIM) [19] standard interfaces. CIM is an extensible object-oriented scheme for system management being developed by the Distributed Management Task Force [20] , and is evolving industrywide as the basis for systems management architectures. The CDM architecture allows vendors to add modules, called providers, to expose their subsystem diagnostic expertise using RTD in a pluggable, extensible fashion when running on the host CPU. The RTD application supports all eServer xSeries blades.
Integrating multiple components, such as processor blades, I/O switch modules, MM, and power modules into a single chassis allows diagnostic packages to provide innovative methods to diagnose problems that span multiple components, each running separate diagnostics. Diagnosing all components requires that systems management components-IBM Director Server, the MM, the integrated systems management processor (ISMP), BIOS, the I/O switch module, and RTDperform diagnostic tasks on the BladeCenter system as a single unit. Packaged with RTD running on IBM Director Server are several IBM Director tasks that support diagnostics and information gathering for all components (processor blades, I/O switch modules, etc.). These tasks provide post-processing of all diagnostic information collected from each component or subsystem and result in service recommendations for all major electronic component FRUs and CRUs monitored by systems management hardware.
The MM provides all external networking communication necessary for a diagnostic such as RTD to run anywhere in the network, for example in Director Server. RTD uses the Director framework to provide a vertically integrated approach to diagnostics from which data can be collected from many components run at various points in time. For example, as mentioned above, POST and BIST run on all components whose results are collected by applications such as RTD. In addition, RTD collects chassis-wide light-path diagnostic status for all components in the system, performs analysis, and describes actions to be taken by service personnel, such as the replacement of a component marked by an illuminated light-path LED.
The MM provides a number of important features for diagnostics. In addition to providing external access to the BladeCenter system for RTD, the MM detects and reports failures and places them in the MM CEL log. The CEL is an aggregated log that timestamps and collects any failure detected in the chassis. MM-detected failures that are placed in the CEL include cases in which a processor blade or I/O SN is present but the RS-485 bus or I 2 C bus is not operational, or an I/O switch module reports a diagnostic error (critical or noncritical) after POST has completed.
RTD also controls and/or uses the I/O switch module POST diagnostics. When the administrator desires a diagnostic to be run on an I/O switch module, the RTD task recycles power to the I/O switch module to cause it to run POST in one of the three levels (standard, extended, or full) as described earlier. RTD collects the new I/O switch module diagnostic information, but causes the I/O switch module to drop all network connections for the duration of the diagnostic.
The features discussed above are exposed in the BladeCenter diagnostic RTD task extensions in Director, which appear to the end-user under BladeCenter assistant and are categorized as follows: RTD makes use of the Director event action plan infrastructure to respond to failures reported by BladeCenter alerts by collecting a snapshot of the above RTD task extensions. Administrators may schedule any RTD BladeCenter tasks to run at low utilization periods in order to minimize downtime should a component require maintenance actions.
The following example of a dual inline memory module (DIMM) error and failure illustrates how the four PD tool types monitor problems by integrating firmware components from BIOS, ROMDOS diagnostics, BMC, and the MM. Suppose that a blade with two DIMMs is subject to a multibit memory error in a single DIMM:
BIOS:
The server hardware generates a nonmaskable interrupt (NMI), and BIOS reboots the server (by default). In addition to an onscreen NMI message, BIOS and the ISMP send an alert to the MM, which generates an entry in the CEL. 2. ROMDOS memory diagnostics: If further DIMM testing is desired, the full memory diagnostics log another DIMM failure message (i.e., if the read and write pattern tests fail) and send the resultant standard error code through BIOS to the BMC, which routes it to the MM CEL. Note that under certain circumstances, a single DIMM failure may be such that the processor blade can operate using one of the two DIMMs by disabling the failing DIMM. BMC will then illuminate the light-path LED beside the DIMM, indicating the location of the fault, which is observable from numbers 3 and 4, below. 3. RTD running on the blade OS: Will report the memory problem through light-path analysis.
4. RTD on the Director Server: Will report the memory problem either by light-path analysis or collection of the MM CEL, which can be automatically gathered using the Director event action plan in response to the MM alert issued to the RTD Director Server in the event of a BladeCenter hardware fault.
In the derivative DIMM failure case, if all DIMMs have failed as detected by POST BIOS or the BMC, ROMDOS cannot be loaded into memory to find the fault, and host-OS-based tools cannot be used, since the OS cannot be loaded without usable memory. In this case, number 4 above remains viable to automate and aid problem determination by administrators and service personnel.
Exploiting error-detection mechanisms in hardware and PD tools (such as RTD in Director, RTD running on the OS, ROMDOS, and the POST/BIOS collection of failures such as DIMM error) results in excellent FRU/ CRU fault isolation, requiring little if any interaction by the administrator to analyze the log in order to determine the failing FRU.
Conclusion
BladeCenter chassis management provides a new paradigm for the administration of a number of compute, network, and storage nodes along with environmental components, such as power and cooling modules. Effectively managing the collection of redundant hardware, each with its own embedded management controller, from a single entity is critically important. This allows administrators to quickly install, configure, inventory, and diagnose their equipment from any point on the network. The BladeCenter management module offers numerous interfaces by which an administrator can manage a chassis, allowing the system to fit into any IT complex using common interfaces such as a Web browser, a command-line interface, or an SNMP manager. The systems management provided by the BladeCenter management module requires all components to participate in chassis management and results in a single management scheme coordinated by the management module at the chassis level.
Remote management is a key attribute in today's IT environments. The management module provides the ability for the processor blades to export their keyboard, video, mouse, and serial port interfaces to another node in the network. BladeCenter I/O switch modules are managed over the IP network, allowing switch vendors to provide both standard and proprietary switch management. Shared components, such as power, blowers, and the media tray, are managed at the chassis level via the Web or SNMP interfaces. In addition, shared components are managed at the chassis level instead of the individual node level, which simplifies the policy settings across groups of components and allows chassis resources to be managed over a group of compute and network nodes. He has a B.S. degree in engineering-physics from the University of Oklahoma and a B.S. degree in computer science from the University of Central Oklahoma. He has 17 years of engineering experience in the computer industry, the last five at IBM. His career experience includes developing head-disk interfaces for the disk-drive industry, automated verification of ASIC models for the high-end server industry, and embedded systems management applications for the high-end server industry. Mr. Woodham currently works on the design and development of next-generation BladeCenter products.
